SPORTING CP

TRAINING CAMP
5 DAYS
4 NIGHTS

SPORTING CP

TRAINING CAMP

Nirvana Europe in collaboration with Easy Sports Solutions, are delighted to provide cost effective and
professional football training camps, at the home of Sporting Lisbon.
This training camp includes;








Training sessions at the Sporting Academy - the place where Cristiano Ronaldo learned
Accommodation at the Academy - live like a pro!
Sessions held by Sporting coaches - including goalkeeper coach
Matches against portuguese teams - according to the level of your team
Visit Sporting Stadium - stage for the final of Europa League 2005 and Euro 2004 matches
Visit Sporting Museum - with so many stories to tell
Watch live portuguese match - Sporting match depending on the calendar

Next we show you a program for 5 days as a reference.
Everything is developed according to your needs!
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AFTERNOON

MORNING
DAY 1

Arrive to Lisbon
Airport

Transfer to
Sporting Academy

Lunch at the
Academy

TRAINING SESSION 1

Dinner at the
Academy

DAY 2

Breakfast at
the Academy

Free morning for
extra activities

Lunch at the
Academy

MATCH 1

Dinner at the
Academy

DAY 3

Breakfast at
the Academy

TRAINING
SESSION 2

Lunch at the
Academy

WATCH LIVE MATCH

Dinner at the
Academy

DAY 4

Breakfast at
the Academy

TRAINING
SESSION 3

Lunch at the
Academy

MATCH 2

Dinner at the
Academy

DAY 5

Breakfast at
the Academy

TRAINING
SESSION 4

Lunch at the
Academy

VISIT SPORTING
STADIUM AND
MUSEM

Transfer to
Lisbon Airport

Departure

Sporting was founded in 1906
Sporting is one of the biggest clubs in Portugal and have never been relegated
The team is nicknamed “lions” and “green

and white”

Sporting has more than 130.000 club members

Sporting had their height during the 1940s and 1950s spearheaded by Peyroteo, Travassos, Albano
Pereira, Jesus Correia and Manuel Vasques, a quintet nicknamed “The five violins”
In the 1960s

Sporting won the 1963-64 UEFA Cup Winners’ Cup

Sporting reached the semi finals of the UEFA Cup Winners’ Cup again in 1974
In

2005 Sporting has reached the UEFA Cup Final, played at their home ground

Sporting is one of the most successful Portuguese clubs with…
18 Championship Titles / 16 Portuguese Cups / 8 Super Cups

Estádio Alvalade XXI
is the home stage of Sporting
Clube de Portugal and it is
located in Lisbon, Portugal.
It was classified by UEFA as a 5-star
stadium, enabling it to host finals of
major UEFA events.
It hosted the 2005 UEFA Cup Final
between Sporting and CSKA
Moscow.
The stadium has a capacity of 50.000
and was acoustically engineered as a
venue for major concerts.
Its official opening was on 6 August
2003 when Sporting played and beat
Manchester United 3–1 with
Cristiano Ronaldo playing for the last
time for the portuguese side.

Sporting Museum
is divided into eight areas.
In 1906, the year that the club was
founded, José Alvalade uttered the
infamous phrase “We want Sporting
to be a big Club, as big as the biggest
in Europe”.
“ The Greatness of Sporting” is the
area in which the greatness of the
Club is materialized in the form of
trophies that Sporting has conquered
right across all sports disciplines that
it has competed in.
You can also bare witness to the
Stars of Sporting that are unveiled
throughout the corridors of this area:
Stars proudly placed in honor of the
Athletes that earned them.

Sporting Academy
is one of the most modern and
well equipped facility in Europe.
Devoted to training and
management, the complex is
ready to prepare for any kind of
football competition.
The Academy offers excellent
working conditions for
professionals and is the essential
part in the functioning of the
Club's football school for the
training of talents.
The Sporting Academy has
produced players as Rui Patricio,
João Moutinho, William
Carvalho, Nani, Figo and
Cristiano Ronaldo!
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Phone +44 191 2571750
Email mail@nirvanaeurope.com
Website www.nirvanaeurope.com

Facebook @NirvanaEventTravel

Twitter @Nirvana_Europe
Instagram @nirvana_europe

